permit revision shall excuse any violation of an Acid Rain Program requirement that occurred prior to the effective date of the revision.

(d) The terms of the Acid Rain permit shall apply while the permit revision is pending, except as provided in §72.83 for administrative permit amendments.

(e) The standard requirements of §72.9 shall not be modified or voided by a permit revision.

(f) Any permit revision involving incorporation of a compliance option that was not submitted for approval and comment during the permit issuance process or involving a change in a compliance option that was previously submitted, shall meet the requirements for applying for such compliance option under subpart D of this part and parts 74 and 76 of this chapter.

(g) Any designated representative who fails to submit any relevant information or who has submitted incorrect information in a permit revision shall, upon becoming aware of such failure or incorrect submittal, promptly submit such supplementary information or corrected information to the permitting authority.

(h) For permit revisions not described in §§72.81 and 72.82 of this part, the permitting authority may, in its discretion, determine which of these sections is applicable.

§72.82 Fast-track modifications.

The following procedures shall apply to all fast-track modifications.

(a) If the Administrator is the permitting authority, the designated representative shall serve a copy of the fast-track modification on the Administrator and any person entitled to a written notice under §72.65(b)(1)(ii) and (iii). If a State is the permitting authority, the designated representative
§ 72.83 Administrative permit amendment.

(a) Acid Rain permit revisions that shall follow the administrative permit amendment procedures are:

1. Activation of a compliance option conditionally approved by the permitting authority; provided that all requirements for activation under subpart D of this part are met;

2. Changes in the designated representative or alternative designated representative; provided that a new certificate of representation is submitted;

3. Correction of typographical errors;

4. Changes in names, addresses, or telephone or facsimile numbers;

5. Changes in the owners or operators; provided that a new certificate of representation is submitted within 30 days;

6. (i) Termination of a compliance option in the permit; provided that all requirements for termination under subpart D of this part are met and this procedure shall not be used to terminate a repowering plan after December 31, 1999 or a Phase I extension plan;

(ii) For opt-in sources, termination of a compliance option in the permit; provided that all requirements for termination under §74.47 of this chapter are met;

7. Changes in a substitution or reduced utilization plan that do not result in the addition of a new substitution unit or a new compensating unit under the plan;

8. Changes in the date, specified in a unit’s Acid Rain permit, of commencement of operation of qualifying Phase I technology, provided that they are in accordance with §72.42 of this part;

9. Changes in the date, specified in a new unit’s Acid Rain permit, of commencement of operation or the deadline for monitor certification, provided that they are in accordance with §72.9 of this part;

10. The addition of or change in a nitrogen oxides alternative emissions limitation demonstration period, provided that the requirements of part 76 of this chapter are met; and

11. Changes in a thermal energy plan that do not result in the addition or subtraction of a replacement unit or any change affecting the number of allowances transferred for the replacement of thermal energy.

12. The addition of a NOX early election plan that was approved by the Administrator under §76.8 of this chapter;

13. The addition of an exemption for which the requirements have been met under §72.7 or §72.8 and

14. Incorporation of changes that the Administrator has determined to be similar to those in paragraphs (a)(1) through (13) of this section.

(b)(1) The permitting authority will take final action on an administrative